
Broadband Service Quality Management Tool 
for Fixed Line Telecom Operators



İnnova’s locally developed Service 
Quality Management tool NOVA helps 
to analyze data collected from DSLAM 
and GPON devices to improve the 
service quality on fiber and copper 
infrastructures of internet service 
providers.

NOVA’s TM Forum TAM 
compliant functions help 
measure internet service 
quality automatically and 
monitor and improve service 
quality. NOVA provides a 
high-quality service 
experience and reliability 
while increasing customer 
satisfaction and decreases 
operational costs by 
optimizing user internet 
bandwidth automatically.



Measurable Service Quality

Main Functions

Nowadays, fast and reliable services are expected from internet providers. 
Increasing demand in digital needs such as video conferencing and 
desktop sharing may result in problems that reduce the quality of internet 
service. For internet service providers, keeping connection speed and 
quality at the expected level is a criterion that should be monitored and 
improved at all times. NOVA monitors and measures more than 100 
different network parameters and helps to keep service quality intact and 
prevent SLA violations. 

Analysis
NOVA calculates industry-wide recognized KPIs and compares them with 
threshold values with the parameters it measures and determines the quality level 
of copper and fiber lines. The tool detects various errors and faults that have an 
impact on the internet service quality and provides teams with insights that help 
to respond in more quickly and effectively about the fault codes. NOVA diagnoses 
the root causes of the faults and errors and helps decrease them by providing 
recommendations. Instant tests you can run on ports helps teams to set eyes on 
the current internet service status and test its quality.

Optimization
Aside from measuring line quality, NOVA provides the best service 
quality and connection speed available on the infrastructure 
automatically with its speed optimization feature. With this, it automates 
the customer satisfaction specific to the service quality. On the other 
hand, it provides recommendations about the capacities of the devices 
used in the field and helps better optimize device capacity.
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Periodical and Instant 
Data Collection

NOVA collects related system data 
by discovering service network 
periodically or instantly with 
pre-defined tasks. Collects quality 
parameters without creating 
additional load on the devices. The 
device performance is not affected.

Topology Tree
NOVA allows you to view inventory 
information compiled from discovery 
systems as a topology tree from its 
interface.

Optimization
NOVA detects customer speed 
status within the scope of 
determined rules. Improves 
customer experience with speed 
changes in upwards, downwards 
and horizontal axis. NOVA runs 
optimization algorithms by 
comparing the inputs and outputs 
of the measured data with the 
Closed Loop Automation 
infrastructure.

KPI Analysis
NOVA makes comparisons with 100+ 
KPI values defined to its system with 
data collected from your service 
network and provides output about 
your service quality.

Monitoring Port
Usage
NOVA provides instant reporting 
on OLT, ONT, slot, port saturation 
and broadband usage in detail.

Reporting and 
Dashboard
You can monitor real-time data, 
perform routine reporting duties 
with reports defined to the system, 
track KPIs calculated over maps.

Vendor-independent
NOVA can access all devices 
independently of its vendors and 
collect data.

Benefits

Fault Detection and 
Localization
With extensive discovery 
scanning, NOVA identifies root 
causes in faults. Provides exact 
fault detection.


